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ABSTRACT 

Where do babies come from? Even though it sounds like a fairly obvious question, it took                

more than 200 years to discover that sperm, whose first observation dates back to the 17th                

century, can penetrate into the oocyte and fuse with it. Interestingly, this initial study was               

carried out in starfish, and since then, scientists have addressed the fascinating question             

of how gamete recognition functions using very different model systems. 

Egg-sperm binding is a species-specific event, and it is thought to require binding proteins              

that are exposed on the surface on the egg and sperm. In this thesis, we focus our                 

attention on how egg coat subunits are involved in this process and investigate it using               

X-ray crystallography and biochemistry. 

 

The mammalian egg coat, also known as Zona Pellucida (ZP), is a thick extracellular              

matrix that surrounds the egg and is made of glycoproteins (known as ZP1-4) that              

assemble into long cross-linked filaments. Although ZP3 has been identified as a sperm             

receptor, it remains unclear as to how it interacts with sperm at molecular level. Paper I                

explores the potential role of sperm protein 56 (sp56) as a receptor for the egg coat protein                 

ZP3. Its putative role as a ZP3-binding partner has been previously assessed by several in               

vitro assays using soluble proteins. Here, we express the recombinant form of hamster             

sp56 and attempt to reconstitute a hetero-complex with recombinant ZP3. Sp56 is secreted             

as a homo-hexamer held together by intramolecular disulfides. Considering the high avidity            

conferred by the homo-oligomeric state of the glycoprotein, the inability to observe any             

interaction to ZP3 by either pull-down or Far western blotting (Far WB) indicates that              

very-low affinity binding events might mediate egg-sperm interaction.  

Different from the mammalian scenario, egg and sperm proteins in marine invertebrates            

are known to bind more tightly. Paper II sheds light on the event occurring when gametes                

first meet using abalone as a model system. We discover that egg coat functional units in                

mammals and invertebrates are structurally conserved and, remarkably, despite millions of           

years of evolution they rely on a common ZP-N fold domain to accomplish their functions.               

Crystallographic studies on individual subunits of the egg coat receptor VERL (vitelline            

envelope receptor for lysin) in complex with the sperm protein lysin, provides the first              

snapshot of egg-coat recognition and clarifies how species-specificity is maintained. By           

combining structural and biochemical data, the paper proposes the mechanistic model of            

how sperm penetrates the egg coat at the molecular level. 
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For structural studies of egg coat glycoproteins, it is essential to produce correctly folded              

material that is stable, highly homogeneous and is secreted in large amounts. To achieve              

this, we fuse glycoproteins to maltose binding protein (MBP) and describe in Paper III the               

advantages of such a method using mammalian and insect cell expression systems. The             

study herein shows how fusion to MBP boosts the expression of six challenging             

glycoproteins that are poorly secreted if unfused. MBP not only improves crystallization but             

provide initial phasing information for structural determination by molecular replacement.  

Given the relevant role of egg coat subunits in fertilization, we investigate in Paper IV their                

functional relationship to two specular aspects of reproductive health. The study provides            

detailed information on how an anti-ZP-reagent recognizes its epitopes, and investigates           

how mutations in ZP genes relate to female infertility. By doing so, our findings further               

strengthen the importance of ZP in the development of novel contraceptive strategies and             

provide a better understanding of the impact of ZP mutations on human fertility 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

“ex ovo omnia (all animals come from eggs)” - William Harvey, 1651 

 

 

Fertilization is a crucial event for all sexually reproducing organisms. Knowledge of the             

molecular mechanism behind gametes recognition would represent a significant step          

forward in understanding how existing species are maintained and how new ones            

originate. More importantly, it has a high impact on human reproductive research in term of               

developing modern contraceptives or studying infertility.  

 

This introduction compiles the most relevant literature of two well-characterized systems           

used for studying the mechanisms of fertilization; mouse (Study I and IV) and abalone, a               

marine mollusk (Study II). The final two subchapters give an overview on how the              

mammalian egg coat relates to contraception and infertility describing current applications           

(Study IV). Technical aspects concerning Study III are highlighted in the methodology            

section.  

 

1.1 Fertilization: an overview 
The two essential steps in reproduction are: meiosis that generates haploid gamete cells             

and, fertilization in which oocyte and sperm fuse to recreate a diploid cell, also known as                

zygote. Whether fertilization occurs externally (as in marine invertebrates) or internally (as            

in mammals), mammalian and non-mammalian oocytes present structural similarities. A          

thick extracellular matrix surrounds all eggs (Zona Pellucida, ZP, in mammals; perivitelline            

layer, PL, in birds; chorion in fish; vitelline envelope, VE, in amphibians and mollusks) and               

plays important roles in sustaining the oocytes during maturation, regulating          

species-specific binding to sperm and protecting the embryo prior to implantation1.           

Depending on the species, additional layers surrounding the extracellular matrix can be            

found as well, like cumulus cells in mammals or jelly layers in amphibians2. 

The origins of the extracellular matrix vary across animal classes, so that the egg coat               

components are either exclusively secreted by the oocyte, like in mice, hamsters and             

humans3–5, or having multiple origins (oocytes and follicular cells) like in rabbits, dogs and              

pigs6,7. In birds, proteins of the PL are expressed either in the ovary by the oocytes and                 

granulosa cells or in the liver and transported via bloodstream to the ovary8,9.  
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Egg coat structures are more conserved among vertebrates and are made of up to seven               

ZP glycoproteins. For instance, mammalian genome contains three to four ZP genes (Zp1,             

Zp2, Zp3, and Zp4), whereas fish, X. Laevis., avian egg coats consist of four, five or six ZP                  

proteins, respectively (Figure 1c).  

 

Most of the progress in understanding the fertilization process comes from research on             

mice as well by using alternative models, like avian and non-invertebrate systems. By             

doing so, results have been extrapolated and applied to human fertilization which is often              

limited by the paucity of material and ethical restraints. 

In mammalian fertilization, typically, very few ovulated eggs are in the oviducts, the site              

where fertilization takes place, with nearly 100 sperm that has to go through the cumulus               

cells to be able to reach the oocyte. Within the female reproductive tract, sperm reach its                

last phase of maturation called capacitation10,11, a process that consists of a series of              

biochemical changes that enable cells to fertilize the egg. This includes flagellar            

hypermotility12, expression of chemotactic responses and membrane remodeling. Once         

spermatozoa reach the oocyte and cumulus cells, they initiate the acrosomal reaction that             

leads to the release of ZP binding proteins. The acrosome is a unique secretory vesicle               

that is on the sperm head, and it releases enzymes that facilitate sperm to penetrate the                

egg coat13. A revised model of acrosome reaction, known also as “acrosomal exocytosis             

model”14, discussed the existence of several intermediate states between acrosome intact           

and reacted sperm. Indeed, already during capacitation, acrosomal membranes start          

fusing and rapidly expose ZP-binding proteins (for example, sp56)15. Upon interaction with            

the egg coat, sperm progressively releases the acrosomal enzymes16 whose role is,            

together with the hyperactivated motility, to facilitate the sperm penetration through the            

ZP17.  

Once spermatozoa reach the perivitelline space, it fuses with the oocyte. The egg protein              

Juno and the sperm protein Izumo18 have been identified as key players for gamete              

recognition and, as shown by knockout mice studies, females that don’t express Juno are              

infertile, as well as males without Izumo19. 

To avoid polyspermy, lethal for the developing embryo, mammalian oocytes are thought to             

adopt several mechanisms including: 1) plasma membrane modifications leading to          

membrane depolarization20, or removal of Juno receptors to avoid further fusion events            

(so-called “fast polyspermy block”); 2) or release of zinc, before cortical granules reaction             

initiates, as a mechanisms to alter the structure of ZP to decrease sperm penetration21.  
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Ultimately, the cortical granules reaction is the only well documented event that enable             

oocytes to avoid polyspermy22 (also known as “slow polyspermy block” or “ZP-hardening”).            

Immediately after fertilization, cortical granules - membrane bound organelle that locate           

along the cortex of the oocyte - release glycosidases that target carbohydrates of the egg               

coat together with metallo-proteases that cleave the ZP subunit ZP2 (ZP2f)23. Several lines             

of evidence showed that conversion of ZP2 to ZP2f relates to a more compact and hard ZP                 

that is less permissive to sperm penetration23,24. 

 

 
Figure 1. ZP proteins and egg coat composition in vertebrates. Modified picture from Goudet et al 2008                 

and Monnè et al 2008. a) Domain architecture of ZP proteins; ZP-N domain (pink); trefoil domain (dark green);                  

ZP-N of ZP module (purple); ZP-C domain (cyan); furin cleavage site (CFCS; red) and external hydrophobic                

patch (EHP; yellow); EGF domain (orange) and TM (red) b) Cartoon representation of ZP-N domain. Disulfides                

are shown in stick and conserved tyrosine is marked. c) Egg coat composition in different types of vertebrates.  

 

1.2 Mammalian zona pellucida 
The ZP appears in primordial follicles between the oocyte and the surrounding granulosa             

cells4,5,25,26 and it is separated from the oocyte by the perivitelline space. It is a fibrous                

protein matrix that progressively increases its thickness to several μm width during            

folliculogenesis. Depending on the species, thickness can vary from 7 μm (mouse) to 24              

μm (pig). Although being physically separated from granulosa cells, gap junctions between            
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the ZP and somatic cells ensure transport of nutrients to the oocyte throughout the              

follicular development27. 

 

In mammals, ZP filaments are made of 3-4 glycoproteins that assemble through a common              

C-terminal ZP module (Figure 1,2) - a 260 amino acid module made of two domains (ZP-N                

and ZP-C) that contain 8/10 invariant cysteines28,29.  

As a general accepted model, ZP2, ZP3 and ZP4 incorporates into long filaments that are               

covalently cross-linked by ZP1 homodimers30. Whereas ZP2 and ZP3 are important for egg             

coat assembly and to regulate sperm-binding31–34, the function of ZP4 remains still            

unknown.  

 

The current view suggests that filament formation occurs outside of the cell. Glycoproteins             

are translocated to the membrane (via TM) and are proteolytically cleaved at the             

consensus furin site (CFCS; R-XX-R) which locates between the ZP module and external             

hydrophobic patch (EHP; β-strand G) (Figure 1a). Upon EHP release, the internal            

hydrophobic patch (IHP; β-strand A) becomes exposed and triggers filament growth29. 

The first crystallographic structure of the ZP-N domain of mouse ZP3 gave better insights              

of the structural organization of the egg coat and revealed that other egg coat subunits,               

mammalian and not, contain additional copies of ZP-N35,36. At first sight, the ZP-N domain              

resemble an Immunoglobulin (Ig) domain in which the two antiparallel β-sheets are made             

of four (A-B-E-D; β-sheet 1) or three (C/E′-F-G; β-sheet 2) β-strands, respectively. Both             

side are held together by two conserved disulfide bonds presenting the connectivity C1-C4             

and C2-C3. As additional features, ZP-N is characterized by having a E′ β-strand in the               

β-sheet 2 and an invariant tyrosine in the β-strand F (Figuren 1b). Analysis of the               

full-length structure helped to clarify the dual function of ZP3, both as a building block for                

filaments formation and as a sperm receptor. Considering that ZP3 is prompt to form              

filaments, it was essential to perform crystallographic studies by working with a highly             

stable protein to avoid protein aggregation. This was achieved by expressing ZP3 in its              

uncleaved form, with the EHP retained inside the ZP-C and without the TM37. The overall               

structure shows ZP3 engaged in a homodimer conformation with ZP-N and ZP-C sharing a              

common ZP-N fold despite their very low sequence similarities. These two domains are             

spaced by an extended amino acid linker that contains an O-glycan involved in sperm              

binding (T165). Both domains hydrophobically interact through the EHP which constitutes           

the G β-strand of ZP-C. 
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A numbered of other polymerizing human proteins have been discovered to contain a ZP              

module38. For instance, Tamm-Horsfall protein uromodulin (UMOD) that makes         

homopolymers in the urine or α- and β-tectorin that constitute the tectorial membrane of              

the cochlea. Structural comparisons between ZP module of ZP3 and UMOD37-39 helped to             

elucidate how polymerization might take place within the egg coat30. Unlike ZP3, ZP             

module of UMOD structure has a more elongated shape with ZP-N and ZP-C positioned              

apart by a long structured linker that contains an α-helix and β-strand (Figure 2a). As a                

result of this conformation, the two ZP-Ns interact and trigger polymerization of UMOD.             

The model suggests that the interdomain linker between ZP-N and ZP-C dictates the type              

of polymerization and depending on whether it is structured or not, it either leads to               

homopolymers (UMOD) or to heteropolymers (ZP3, ZP2 and ZP4). 

  

 
Figure 2. Polymerization mechanism of ZP module. Modified picture from Bockhove and Jovine (2018). a)               

Structures of ZP module of ZP3 and UMOD showing the arrangement of the dimer. ZP-N (green), ZP-C (cyan);                  

IHP and EHP are marked with different colors. b) Proposed mechanism of polymerization through ZP module.  
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1.3 Zona Pellucida proteins ZP1 and ZP4 
ZP1 and ZP4 have arisen from a common gene as a result of a gene duplication event that                  

occurred after the lineage of fish40. As a consequence, they share sequence similarities             

and present a similar domain organization (Figure 1a).  

Depending on whether ZP1 or ZP4 is a pseudogene, eutherian ZPs can be divided into               

three subgroups:  

1) species with ZP made of three ZP subunits with ZP4 pseudogene, to date only house                

mouse; 

2) species with ZP made of three subunits with ZP1 pseudogene, like pig, cow, dog and                

fox; 

3) species with ZP made of four subunits like human, rat, cat and hamster41.  

In mice, ZP2 and ZP3 are the most abundant glycoproteins and they account for roughly               

90% of the total protein content of the egg coat. On the other hand, ZP1 (~120 kDa;                 

human) is less expressed and its role is to covalently cross-link different ZP filament to               

give rise to a 3D matrix42. Accordingly, female knockout mice lacking Zp1 produced             

oocytes with a thinner and poorly organized matrix43. Subfertility was due to precocious             

hatching of the eggs and early embryonic loss.   

Although ZP4 has been also thought to function like ZP1, no current data sustain this               

hypothesis. 

ZP4 (~65 kDa; human) was first discovered in human oocytes by mass spectrometry             

analysis44 (MS) and further in a number of other species. Considering that the human              

spermatozoa do not bind to the mouse ZP, it was initially thought that ZP4 might had been                 

involved in egg coat-sperm binding in humans. However, oocytes of transgenic mice            

expressing mouse ZP1-3 and human ZP4 failed at binding human sperm45,46. 

 

1.4 Zona Pellucida protein ZP3 
ZP subunits are heavily post-translationally modified with N-linked and O-linked          

carbohydrates whose compositions, mainly sialylation and sulfation, have been shown to           

vary among several mammalian species47. ZP3 (~55 kDa in mouse) is a glycoprotein             

essential for filament formation, as exemplified by the phenotype of Zp3 null mice (ZP3-/-)              

whose females failed to produce ZP and were therefore completely infertile32.  

Most of the work to assess mouse ZP3 function was performed by in vitro assays using                

solubilized purified glycoproteins. It was discovered that: 
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1) among all the three subunits, mouse ZP3 purified from unfertilized eggs inhibited sperm              

binding to the egg coat at a nanomolar concentration (so-called competition assay), while             

the glycoprotein purified from 2-cell embryos failed48; 

2) glycopeptides of mouse ZP3 generated by extensive proteolysis retained the ability of             

inhibiting sperm binding, albeit at higher concentration (50 fold) than the one used for              

full-length protein49; 

3) gold-labeled ZP3 was found to bind to acrosome-intact sperm50; 

4) beads covalently coated with ZP3 could pull-down sperm with an intact acrosome51; 

5) ZP-sperm binding events involved carbohydrates. Nonetheless, protein–protein        

interactions must be considered as well, because it is likely that ZP proteins adopt              

particular conformations that optimize the presentation of glycans for recognition by sperm.            

It was initially hypothesized that O-linked attached to S332/334 might have been            

implicated: however, their removal in knockout studies clearly showed that they had no             

impact in egg-sperm binding and on animal fertility24. Remarkably, analysis of the crystal             

structure of avian ZP3 revealed extra electron density corresponding to a O-linked glycan             

attached to T168 which is part of a motif highly conserved in mammals. Mutation of this                

residue decreased chicken sperm binding to ZP3 to 20%37. Consistent with the important             

role of glycosylation in egg-sperm recognition, a recent study showed that synthetic            

sialyl-Lewisx-Lewisx (SLex–Lex), which represents the most abundant type of carbohydrate          

within human oocytes, inhibited human sperm binding to the ZP52;  

6) ZP3 purified from unfertilized egg induced sperm to complete acrosome reaction in vitro              

to the same extent of the calcium ionophore, while the glycoprotein purified from embryos              

couldn’t53; 

7) binding to ZP3 activated G-proteins54 and voltage Ca2+ channels55 that increase            

intracellular Ca2+ levels which, in turn initiate the acrosome reaction.  

All these shreds of evidences merged in a first model which suggested ZP3 as primary               

receptor for sperm and inducer of the acrosome reaction, while ZP2 role was to keep               

sperm loosely bound to the ZP following acrosome reaction (secondary receptor). 

 

Advances in genomic manipulation and generation of transgenic/knockout mice gave the           

opportunity to further study functions of ZP proteins within the egg coat matrix. By doing               

so, a new mechanism for fertilization called the “supra-molecular structure model” was            

proposed. This new model discarded the importance of ZP3 and acrosome reaction.            

Instead, it suggested that the overall ZP, whose structure changes upon post-fertilization            

cleavage of ZP2, regulates sperm binding. 
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1.5 Zona Pellucida protein ZP2 
Crystallographic studies on isolated ZP3 ZP-N by our group revealed that ZP2, as other              

egg coat glycoproteins involved in fertilization35, contains additional ZP-N copies in the            

N-terminal region (NTRs) (Figure 1a). Post-fertilization ZP2 cleavage identified within the           

NTR was shown to induce structural changes of the ZP, conferring mechanical stiffness             

and increased resistance to dissolution by different proteases (ZP hardening)56. Kinetic           

studies of the conversion of ZP2 to ZP2f in mice showed that the reaction occurs quite fast                 

and already 5 minutes after egg activation 50% of ZP2 is proteolyzed56. The temporal              

window of the ZP hardening was discovered to vary across mammals leading to specific              

properties of the egg. Nevertheless, what is common to all the species is that when ZP is                 

more compacted, sperm fails to bind and penetrate the egg coat. According to the current               

view of how ZP filaments are organized, the ZP module constitutes the filament core,              

whereas the NTRs are likely to project out. Upon ZP2 cleavage, NTRs belonging to              

different filaments are thought to interact, resulting in overall hardening of the ZP36. 

 

Ovastacin is a metalloprotease released by cortical granules that is responsible for ZP2             

cleavage57 which occurs at the site 166-LA↓DE-170 in mouse23. This generates two            

fragments of approximately 90 kDa and 30 kDa that remain linked by a single disulfide               

bond. Interestingly, western blot analysis using a monoclonal antibody targeting the first            

domain of ZP2 showed that ZP from 2 cell-embryos contains multiple fragments, rather             

than just the 30 kDa, suggesting that further proteolysis events occur as well. Ablation of               

the ovastacin gene (Ast-/-) compromised ZP2 processing and gave rise to a similar             

phenotype of the one observed in mice containing the uncleavable form of ZP2 (huZP2              

rescue and ZP2Mut) where sperm binding endured until the 2-cell stage24,58. In both cases              

animals were subfertile due to pre-embryonic loss. Interestingly, unlike the Ast-/- null mice,             

subfertility of ZP2Mut transgenic mice was shown to be more pronounced due to a thinner               

ZP (4 μm instead of 7 μm in normal mice). Small releases of ovastacin were discovered to                 

occur spontaneously both in vitro and in vivo causing pre-hardening of the ZP before              

fertilization. A recently proposed mechanism has described the serum protein fetuin-B as            

inhibitor for ovastacin to prevent early cleavage events and precocious ZP hardening59. 

The ZP2 function has been explored using transgenic mice. This type of approach gave              

the opportunity to elucidate the role of ZP subunits in an engineered ZP by performing               

gain-of-function assays or mapping regions involved in gamete recognition. In this regard,            

human sperm was found to bind ZP of mouse oocytes expressing human ZP234,60. In              
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addition, beads coated with recombinant constructs encompassing the N-terminal region of           

ZP2 could pull-down sperm34,61. 

This last set of experiments defined a different model for fertilization based on ZP2, known               

as supra-molecular structure model. A recent analysis hypothesized that both          

mechanisms, the first one described by Wassarman and colleagues and this second one             

might indeed contain common elements and could be merged together (Figure 3).            

According to this “hybrid model”, post-fertilization cortical reaction would inactivate the           

ability of ZP2 to bind acrosome-reacted sperm and simultaneously affect the presentation            

of ZP3 carbohydrate epitopes that mediate the first egg-sperm recognition62. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Model for sperm binding taken from Visconti and Florman (2014). 

 

1.6 Transgenic mouse models 
Knockout studies contributed with valuable insights to understand the function of ZP            

proteins and their impact on fertility. The most severe phenotype was the one observed in               

ZP3-deficient mice (Zp3-/-) that produced zona-free oocytes and were completely infertile32.           

The absence of the egg coat impaired the correct development of the oocyte as evidenced               

by reduced number of oocytes that reached pre-antral follicle stage. Besides, all            

post-ovulatory follicles appeared visibly disorganized due to the inability of granulosa cells            

to tighten around the egg. IVF analysis of ZP3-/- free zona-oocyte showed that these eggs               

completed the first meiosis in vitro63 and, could be fertilized in vitro (Table 1). Although they                

progressed to blastocyst stage, no live births were identified after transfer due to             

precocious embryo loss31. Mice with heterozygous insertional mutation in Zp3 gene (ZP3+/-)            

produced oocytes with a thinner ZP and were fertile as controls. Similar to Zp3-/-              

phenotype, ablation of ZP2 (Zp2-/-) caused infertility31 due to absence of the ZP around              

ovulated oocytes (Table 1). Although a very thin and fragile ZP (made of ZP1 and ZP3)                

was initially detected in large antral Zp2-/- follicles, it disappeared after ovulation. Instead,             
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oocytes that do not express ZP1 form a loose matrix made of ZP2 and ZP3 and mice are                  

subfertile.  

 

 
Table 1. Table taken from Rankin et al (2001) showing IVF and embryogenesis of Zp1-/-, Zp2-/- and Zp3-/-                  

oocytes.  

 

Transgenic mouse studies were performed using both human and mouse sperm in order to              

understand which one of the glycoproteins is crucial for egg-sperm interaction. The table             

that follows (Table 2) aims at summarizing our current knowledge derived from the             

transgenic mouse lines developed for studying the impact of ZP glycoproteins to            

fertilization. Aspects like egg-sperm binding, in vitro fertilization and animal fertility are            

highlighted. In some cases, additional notes are presented as well.  

Although some of the questions remain unsolved, for instance, the status of the acrosome              

or the exact sequence of events, the overall picture shows that recognition mostly depends              

on the supra-molecular structure of the ZP which may be a consequence of the cleavage               

status of ZP2. 
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Table 2. Summary of transgenic mice developed for studying functions of ZP proteins 

 

1.7 How does sperm bind to the egg coat? Sp56 as putative receptor for ZP3 
Interspecies fertilization is generally avoided and the egg coat is the major barrier that              

prevents it. Despite some exceptions, for instance mouse sperm is able to bind to human               

ZP in vitro or human sperm recognizes oocytes of other primates64, gamete recognition             

involves binding of highly species-specific proteins. 

Sperm is much smaller (roughly 10000 times) than the egg and is suggested to expose               

egg-binding proteins on its head that help sperm to bind and penetrate the egg coat. There                

are three important anatomical features in this cell to keep in mind: the head where the                

nucleus is surrounded by a specialized vesicle called the “acrosome”; the midpiece full of              

mitochondria and the long tail essential for propulsion. 

The development of IVF techniques and progress in understanding the mechanisms           

behind sperm capacitation have contributed to clarify some molecular aspects of           

fertilization in mammals. IVF became a commonly used assay to test functions of individual              

proteins in gamete recognition. By using very different types of biochemical approaches,            

several candidates have been described in different mammalian species, mostly in mouse            

though, that possess egg coat binding activity (zonadhesin, SED-1, spermadhesin,          

β-galactosyltransferase)65. However, their role remained dubious as homozygous null male          

mice did not show evident defects at the level of egg-sperm binding and were fertile.  

 

One of the sperm proteins that was discovered to have a ZP3 binding activity was sp5666.                

Among all the candidates, sp56 showed all the requirements to be the truly receptor. It is                

an intra acrosomal protein67 identified by photoaffinity cross-linking and discovered to bind            

mouse ZP3 in vitro68,69.  

 

 
Figure 4. Release of sp56 during acrosome reaction. Modified picture from Hirohashi et al (2011) and                

Wassarman (2009) 
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Sp56 was only found in acrosome-intact sperm and was discovered to bind a             

galactose-affinity column, a type of glycan that is functionally important in ZP3 during             

sperm adhesion70. After capacitation, pH and intracellular Ca2+ levels transiently increase           

and trigger multiple fusion events between the outer (OAM) and internal membranes (IAM)             

of the acrosome. As a result, sp56 becomes exposed to the external environment and              

available for ZP3 binding. Accordingly, in vivo imaging of EGFP-mouse sperm during IVF             

showed a progressive exposure of the glycoprotein during acrosome exocytosis (Figure           

5)71 . To date, only mouse, rat and guinea pig sp56 have been characterized. Based on its                 

primary sequence, the glycoprotein was discovered to belong to the same family of C4              

binding proteins (C4bp)15. This protein, as well sp56, is characterized by a repetition of              

small 60 residues domains, called Sushi domain (CCP), each of them containing four             

conserved cysteines. The C-terminal region of C4bp contains a common oligomerization           

domain that is responsible for assembly of the protein into a 500 kDa homo-oligomeric              

complex (in the case of mouse sp56 six or more monomers), further stabilized by              

intermolecular disulfides72. This conformation was shown to confer to the protein high            

stability and flexibility72. 

Recombinant mouse sp56 was expressed as properly folded glycoprotein using human           

kidney cells 293 (HEK293) and used for several functional assays. More specifically, it was              

shown that soluble recombinant sp56 inhibited mouse fertilization in vitro73 and beads            

coupled with the protein covered the unfertilized egg and not the 2-cell embryos74. 

 

1.8 Abalone as a model system: VERL and lysin 
Unlike mammals, the egg coat and sperm proteins of abalone are known to interact and               

bind each other tightly. Abalone is a marine gastropod mollusk of the family Haliotidae.              

They have separate sexes that spawn in the same areas releasing million of gametes.              

Thank to the abundance of their gametes that are easy to harvest, abalone become an               

optimal model system to investigate the events behind egg-sperm recognition.  

 

When sperm is released in seawater, it is chemotactically attracted by the egg and after               

having penetrated the jelly coat, it releases the acrosomal content. Lysin is the most              

abundant protein of the acrosome together with a protein of 18 kD. It creates a hole in the                  

VE by splaying apart egg coat filaments in a non-enzymatic manner75 (Figure 5a). Notably,              

a non-enzymatic mechanism facilitate sperm penetration without compromising the entire          

structure of the VE that has to protect the developing embryo. 
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Currently, there are circa 60 abalone species leaving in different habitats and hybrids are              

rare76 in nature. Accordingly, in vitro VE dissolution assays showed that it takes 10 times               

more amount of sperm to fertilize eggs when species are different77,78 (Figure 5c). This              

would suggest the existence of species-specific binding proteins on the egg that limit             

cross-fertilization and allow sperm from the same species to fertilize first. 

 

Lysin is a 16 kDa protein that contains a high number of positively charged residues. It is                 

not glycosylated and have no cysteines. Comparisons of multiple lysin sequences from            

different species shows a high degree of similarities except for the N and C-termini that are                

more divergent and later on suggested to be involved in modulating the binding to the VE                

filaments. Among the proteins involved in fertilization, lysin was discovered to evolve up to              

50 times faster than proteins in mouse and humans79. By definition, rapidly evolving             

proteins experienced a high pace of amino acid substitutions between species80 and this             

can be calculated by looking at the ratio between non-synonymous/synonymous          

substitutions; values greater than 1 would indicate positive Darwinian selection. 

The overall crystal structure showed lysin adopting a 5 helix-bundle domain81 with the             

N-terminal (1-12) projecting out of the domain. The two prominent structural features are             

characterized by a long 16-residues hydrophobic patch containing hydrophobic and          

aromatic residues that stick outside of the protein giving unusual hydrophobic properties;            

and secondly, the presence of a large positively charged area that contributed to increase              

the isoelectric point of the protein to 10.  

 

The abalone egg coat is made of more than 30 different proteins82 that have in common                

the C-terminal ZP module. To discover the binding partner of lysin, dissolved VE was              

passed over a column coupled to lysin77 and elution was then analyzed. VERL (vitelline              

receptor for lysin) is a massive protein (~1 MDa), representing the most abundant             

component of the VE and it is heavily glycosylated (glycan content accounts for 50% of the                

total mass). To confirm the function as receptor for lysin, isolated VERL molecules were              

used in an inhibitory competition assay and were shown to affect the ability of lysin to                

dissolved isolated VEs77. Already by looking at the primary sequence of VERL, a large              

number of negatively charged residues, possibly complementary to lysin, were identified.           

The glycoprotein presents a C-terminal ZP module and a repetition of 22 tandem repeats              

in the N-terminal, hypothesized to fold like ZP-N83 (Figure 5d). Interestingly, the first two              

repeat were discovered to be under positive selection and their sequence diverged more             

than the remaining identical 20 repeats. Biophysical characterizations (dynamic light          
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scattering, chemical cross-linking and FRET analysis)84,85 showed that lysin exist in           

solution as a dimer and when in contact with VERL it becomes a monomer. 

 

 
Figure 5. VERL and lysin. a) Electron microscopy picture showing abalone sperm making a hole in the VE.                  

Picture taken from Lewis C. et al (1982). b) Cartoon representation of red lysin colored rainbow (modified                 

picture from Shaw et al (1993); 1LIS). c) VE dissolution assays of two different abalone species showing that it                   

is necessary adding much more red lysin to dissolve VE of pink abalone (modified picture from Lyon and                  

Vacquier (1999). d) Domain architecture of VERL (modified picture from Swanson W. et al (2011)). Signal                

peptide (SP); ZP-N (pink); ZP-N of ZP module (green); ZP-C (cyan); EHP and CFCS (red and yellow                 

respectively); transmembrane domain (red). 

 

1.9 Implications of  ZP for human infertility 
In humans, oocyte development begins during fetal life when oogonia proliferate in the             

ovary and develops into primary oocytes (Figure 6a). At birth they are around 300000 and               

they are arrested in prophase I of meiosis I until puberty comes86. At this stage primary                

oocytes are surrounded by a flat layer of granulosa cells. After menarca, periodically a              

group of primordial oocytes leave the resting pool to enter in a grow phase where their size                 

increase and granulosa cells proliferate from single to a multilayered ring. The transition is              

a slow process, independent from follicular stimulating hormone (FSH) whose receptors           

are expressed in granulosa cells during the transition from secondary to pre-antral follicles.             
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During this growth phase oocytes complete their maturation reaching metaphase II where            

they arrest again until fertilization occurs (See Figure 6a). The ZP appears in primary              

follicles and it is indispensable to ensure correct cellular connections during           

folliculogenesis (transzonal projection; TZPs) between the nursing granulosa cells and the           

oocyte87. Structural abnormalities of the ZP impair cellular communication with the cumulus            

cells and thus affect the quality of the oocyte.  

As the oocyte increases its size, the ZP grows from inside to outside88 reaching several               

micrometer thickness. According to studies carried in mice and hamsters, ZP genes are             

coordinately expressed throughout the whole folliculogenesis process4,89. 

 
Figure 6. Folliculogenesis and oocyte development. a) Meiosis I and II taken from - Female Reproductive                

system; Physiology -. b) Genes of human ZP proteins. c) Immunostaining of ZP of a human oocyte taken from                   

Dai et al (2018). Staining against ZP4 is missing. 

  

Assisted reproductive technology (ART) has provided valuable insights of some of the            

properties of the oocyte whose quality is currently the limiting factor for female infertility.              

Thus, a way to select a good oocyte is to characterize the morphologically aspects of the                

ZP which is considered a good indicator for oocyte development. It is known that thickness               

may vary among individuals, but significantly increases with age90 and in smokers91. Some             

studies showed that thick ZPs gave poor fertilization IVF rates and had a negative impact               

during blastocyst expansion, whereas a thinner ZP favors embryo hatching92 and gives            

better fertilization rates93.  

Scanning electron microscopy revealed the ZP as a multilaminar structure. Analysis           

carried with polarized light microscopy is currently used as non-invasive technique to            

select optimal oocytes by visualizing the structural organization of the inner layer. More             
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specifically, a highly birefringent signal has been associated to high fertilization rate and             

pregnancy outcome94 while a low birefringent ZP correlates to miscarriage95. However, it is             

still a matter of debate whether the ZP and ART success are significantly related as shown                

by several other contradictory studies96. An additional biomarker for embryo quality which            

is gaining more attention, is the zink sparks, a massive release of zinc ions from the oocyte                 

after fertilization97. Retrospective studies showed that flux of zinc is more pronounced in             

those eggs that develop into blastocyst98.  

 

Defective egg coat-sperm binding is one of the reasons for failure of conventional IVF              

treatments99 which is estimated to be around 10-15%. Both sperm or oocyte defects are              

involved in this process and even though it can be bypassed by intracytoplasmatic sperm              

injection (ICSI), understanding how female factors contribute to egg-sperm binding would           

constitute an important tool to select ART strategies. Initial studies investigating the            

relationship between genetic factors and unexplained female infertility100,101,102 failed at          

finding a definitive link to infertility due to the low number of affected patients and the                

inability to draw good statistics. However, a 1.5 fold increase of mutations in Zp1 and Zp3                

genes102 have been observed, suggesting an important role of these two glycoproteins in             

human fertilization.  

Currently, an increased number of novel ZP gene variants103–107 discovered in patients            

presenting visible defects of the ZP has been under examination (Table 3).  

Exploring the genetic setting and understanding whether ZP mutations have an impact on             

female infertility might help to evaluate optimal treatments and maximize the outcomes to             

achieve pregnancy.  
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Table 3. Non-synonymous and missense mutations reported in ZP genes. Sequence variations of             

non-coding and coding regions (synonymous mutation) found in Zp1, Zp2 , Zp3 and Zp4 are not reported in                  

this table. Empty boxes (marked with -) indicate that the type of inheritance or oocyte was not described. 

 

1.10 Application of the ZP: female contraception 
To date there are multiple methods available to avoid pregnancy. Together with condom             

and female sterilization, hormonal contraceptives are the most popular anticonceptional          

methods, for instance in USA108. All formulations contain estrogen or progestins or both             

that inhibit secretion of gonadotropins by introducing a negative feedback and thus            

suppress ovulation. The list of potential side effects is long in which major ones are               

nausea, weight gain, chloasma, decreased libido, breast tenderness. According to the           

world health organization (WHO), they are also risk factors for developing cardiovascular            

complications, breast and cervical cancer, hepatic adenoma109. 
 

Immunocontraception was one of the alternative approaches whose studies initiated in the            

early ‘70. By inducing an adaptive immune response against molecules involved in gamete             

production, recognition or embryo development, researchers thought that it may be           

possible to cause infertility. Ideally, an immune response should have been highly specific,             

possibly long-term but not permanent, and without side effects.  

At the moment, promising studies have shown that an anti-GnRH monoclonal antibody            

inhibits mouse gamete production and blocks fertilization in vivo110. The same paper            

discusses the monoclonal antibody IE-3, which reacts to ZP2, able to inhibit fertilization up              
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to 50% in mice110. A novel vaccine against human chorionic gonadotropins (hCG) that             

impairs embryo development has recently reached Phase II of clinical trials. 

 

Proteins of the egg coat have always been considered optimal candidates for development             

of immunocontraceptive strategies, because of their tissue specificity and roles during           

gamete recognition. Passive immunizations with antibodies targeting the ZP indeed          

showed that it was possible to block fertilization in vitro111 and to reduce animal fertility in                

vivo112,113. These findings were further strengthened by experiments based on the           

cross-reactivity properties of pig ZP that elicited an immune response and can generate             

antibodies able to bind heterologous ZPs114. This finding became a pioneer study for             

development of ZP vaccines and accordingly, injections of heat-solubilized pig ZP resulted            

in a significant reduced fertility in rabbits115, horses116, dogs117, primates118, several           

ungulate species119 and elephants120. Contraceptive efficacy generally depends on the          

strength of the individual immune response and on the antibody titers as evidenced by a               

return of fertility when circulating antibodies decrease. 

Together with native pZP, immunizations using recombinant full-length proteins or ZP           

peptides of ZP1121,122, ZP2123 and ZP3124,125 were shown to reduce fertility in vivo. 

However, most of the immunizations performed with these formulations (native pig ZP,            

recombinant ZP protein or ZP peptides) induced severe ovarian dysfunctions and           

inflammation causing loss of primordial follicles126. 

Although side effects vary across animal species, the outcome discouraged research on            

ZP epitopes for potential future application in human biology and left dubious questions             

regarding the efficacy and mechanisms of action of the pig ZP vaccine.  
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AIMS 
 

“Basically, I have been compelled by curiosity.” — Mary Leakey 

 

 

General aim 
The overall aim of this thesis is to investigate the role of the egg coat subunit in gamete                  

recognition with x-ray crystallography.  

 

More specifically, I attempted to: 

 

I Investigate the potential role of sp56 as binding partner of ZP3 and to             

reconstitute the heterocomplex in vitro. 

II Help to demonstrate the evolutionary link between invertebrates and         

mammals showing that egg coat structures share common features by          

solving the structure of the first ZP-N repeat of ZP2. 

III Characterize the VERL-lysin protein complex to elucidate the mechanism         

of gamete recognition and species-specificity in abalones.  

IV Develop a method to express milligrams of protein for structural studies           

using eukaryotic cells.  

IV Elucidate the relation between ZP glycoproteins and future contraceptive         

strategies and study their impact on female infertility.  
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METHODOLOGY 
This thesis includes several methods spanning from molecular and cell biology, to            

biochemistry and structural biology. In this section, I briefly described some principles of             

the methodologies used in this work to better provide an overview for discussions             

presented in; Study I (detection of protein-protein interaction); Study I-IV (expression of            

glycoproteins in eukaryotic system); Study III (usage of MBP for initial phasing); Study IV              

(biophysical characterization by mass spectrometry and in vitro fertilization). For more           

detailed information about methods, please refer to the respective papers. 

 
3.1 Identification of protein-protein interactions 
Protein-protein interactions (PPI) play an essential role in biology. Gamete recognition in            

mammals has been suggested to be an event involving proteins that interact            

transiently127,128. The strength of PPI is measured by the dissociation constant (Kd) which is              

defined as the ratio between the constant of dissociation reaction (off rate: koff) and the               

association reaction (on rate: kon) (Kd=kon/koff). When koff is high the reaction proceeds in              

the reverse direction towards the unbound free forms, so that complex subunits dissociate             

rapidly. A low kon value associate to weak binding events. Typically, transient interactions              

present a dissociation constant in the micromolar range and most likely exist in vivo as               

multiple dynamic oligomeric states129. On the contrary, strong transient complexes have           

nanomolar Kd and interaction between the two or more parties has a longer lifetime.  

In vitro studies of weak interactions can be technically challenging, because complexes            

dissociate frequently and present show half-lives (sometimes only for fraction of seconds).            

To overcome this issue, several studies have shown that weak complexes can be             

successfully detected by increasing binding avidity130. To achieve this, recombinant          

proteins are engineered and expressed as multiple copies and coupled to beads to             

increase the locale concentration of binding domains131 (i.e. Juno-Izuno is 12 μM, or             

CD2/CD48 90 μM132).  

 

In our work we assessed PPI by pull-down assay, Far WB and microscale thermophoresis              

analysis (MST). The first two methods have in common the ability to detect physical              

interactions between two or more proteins. Since sp56 is naturally expressed as hexamer,             

we expected to detect low affinity interactions by pull-down assay due to its high-oligomeric              

state. Unlike the first two methods, MST measures how molecules move in a temperature              

gradient, which strongly depends on a variety of molecular properties such as size, charge,              
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hydration shell or conformation. In this set up, one protein needs to be purified and labelled                

to a specific fluorophore, while the binding partner is used as a titrant. Based on the                

thermophoresis path and the concentration of the ligand, it is possible to estimate the Kd of                

their interaction. 

 

 
Figure 7. Methods for detection of protein-protein interaction. Panel a describes different types on PPI               

and their relation to Kd and time133. b) Graphical description of pull down assay and Far WB.   

 

3.2 Expression of glycoproteins in mammalian and insect cells 
Most of the proteins described in this thesis require posttranslational modifications and            

disulfide bonds for correct folding and/or activity. Glycosylations are defined N-linked when            

glycans are covalently attached to the nitrogen of asparagine (consensus sequence           

N-X-S/T) or O-linked when involves the hydroxyl oxygen of a serine or threonine. All              

N-linked glycans present a common pentasaccharide core made of two          

N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNac) and mannose (Man) (Man3GlcNAc2) with the most common          

N-glycosidic bond GlcNAcβ1-Asn. Also O-linked glycans contain initial GlcNac residues,          

but are more heterogeneous.  

To ensure the expression of properly folded glycoproteins, we expressed them as secreted             

proteins by transient transfection in eukaryotic cells (mammalian of insect cells). These two             

expression systems differ in the type of glycosylation that they produce. Specifically,            

mammalian cells produce complex type of carbohydrates whose glycan composition might           

vary according to the cell line used (i.e. HEK293 and CHO-K1). Since glycosylation hinders              

protein crystallization, we remove the site by either mutating the asparagine residue or by              

enzymatic digestion using N-glycosidase F (PNGase-F). However, our most successful          

strategy is to express glycoproteins in GlcNAc transferase I (GnTI-) deficient (HEK293S)            

cells that exclusively add high-mannose glycans. As a result, glycoproteins become           
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susceptible to digestion by Endo H, a glycosidase that cleaves in between the first two               

GlcNAc. 

Like HEK293S, insect cells (Spodoptera frugiperda and Trichoplusia ni) also secrete           

glycoproteins whose glycans are mostly oligomannose.  

 

3.3 X-ray crystallography: what does the phase problem mean?  
Most protein structures have been solved by X-ray crystallography. Its founding principle is             

Bragg's Law (2dhklsin(θ)=nλ) of X-ray diffraction by a crystal, a well-ordered packing of             

molecules in 3D (three-dimensional) space. The building block of a crystal is defined as the               

unit cell, which is the smallest repeating unit containing the full symmetry. In the protein               

data bank (PDB), a database containing all structures, only the atomic coordinates of the              

asymmetric unit are reported. The asymmetric unit and the crystal symmetry contains all             

the structural information necessary to generated the whole unit cell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8. Principles of crystallography. Modified picture taken from PDB. a) Differences between             

asymmetric unit, unit cells and crystal. b) X-ray scattered by a rotating crystal gives rise to discrete intensities. 

 

When an X-ray beam hits the crystal, the electrons of all the atoms inside the crystal                

scatter the X-rays in all possible directions. The scattering waves interfere with each other              

giving rise to a lattice of discrete intensities, whose shape and dimensions are determined              

by the crystal lattice dimensions and its orientation in relation to the incoming beam and               

the detector. The intensity of each spot, some are stronger than others, is determined by               

the unit cell contents, i.e. the protein molecule. The 3D collection of all recorded intensities,               

which is obtained by rotating the crystal, is called a diffraction pattern and it contains the                

information of the structural arrangement of all the atoms in the crystal. Each reflection is               

made of an amplitude (F) and a phase (φ). We can derive the amplitudes from the                

recorded intensities of the diffraction spots (I), but not their phases. This latter information              
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is essential to be able to relate the intensities to the position of the atom in the crystal (the                   

phase problem). 

The intensities and phases of the crystal are reconstructed, and Fourier transformed to             

generate an initial electron density map of the crystal. Phases can be inferred from; 1)               

experimental phasing using heavy atoms which contain a high number of electrons (SIR,             

MIR, SAD, MAD); 2) computational methods using a related structure as a search model              

(MR; molecular replacement). The working model is then refined, directed by the electron             

density map, which continuously improves in iterations until the calculated structure factor            

amplitudes (Fcalc) come into the closest reasonable agreement with the structure factor            

amplitudes calculated from the measured intensities (Fobs). In general the appearance           

and quality of the electron-density map depends on the resolution and quality of the              

diffraction data and the phases. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Difference between X-ray crystallography and single particle cryo-electron microscopy (EM)134            

(modified picture from Wang and Wang (2017). a) Because of the lack of a focus lens for X-rays, only                   

intensities can be recorded. b) In cryo-EM individual molecules can be imaged directly. In the back-focal plane                 

of the objective lens, the diffraction pattern of a biological sample can also be obtained. 

 

Steps to get well diffracting crystals and determine crystal structure: 

 

1. Engineer a construct and express the protein of interest  

2. Get highly purified protein that looks homogeneous and stable  

3. Crystallize the protein 

4. Collect diffraction data. Poor diffraction data quality can be improved with crystal            

optimizations (back to point 3). If it fails, crystals benefit from new construct             

boundaries or improved purity (back to point 1 and 2).  
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5. Solve the phase problem and calculate the electron density 

6. Build a model in the electron density map, refine and validate it 

 

3.4 Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization - MALDI 
In mass spectrometry (MS) sample molecules (typically protein fragments) are          

co-crystallized with a matrix, the proton source, and excited by a laser light. Upon              

irradiation, all charged molecules are accelerated by a magnetic field and travel through a              

mass analyzer to the detector. Since they all receive the same amount of energy, the               

difference in time-of-flight (TOF) is correlated to the mass (m/z) of the ion. Thus by MS, we                 

get molecular weight information and as a consequence can assess whether           

post-translational modification are present. However, to obtain the exact sequence          

composition of a certain fragment it is possible to select a specific ion and fragment it                

(MS/MS).  

 

3.5 Superovulation in mice and in vitro fertilization 
For IVF assays 3- to 5-week old C57BL6/J females mice were used as oocyte donors. A                

standard protocol consist of stimulating females with a intraperitoneal administration of 5            

IU Pregnant Mare Serum Gonadotrophin (PMSG; Folligon, Intervet) and, 48 h later, with 5              

IU human Chorionic Gonadotropin (hCG; Chorulon, Intervet). 12 h after the hCG injection             

females were sacrificed and ampullas from individual animals were retrieved and           

equilibrated in HTF (human tubal fluid) medium. The IVF success rate, number of embryos              

estimated for this strain is around 65%135,136. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Study I 
Molecular basis of egg sperm interaction:characterization of hamster sp56 

 

Sp56 was previously identified as the sperm protein possessing ZP3 binding activity in             

mouse66. It belongs to the C3/C4 superfamily of proteins and contains a repetition of CCP               

domain15. Capacitation triggers local fusion events within the acrosomal membranes that           

lead to increasing exposure of sp56 molecules to the external environment. Accordingly,            

only capacitated sperm is able to bind and penetrate the ZP14.  

 

Considering the role of glycosylation in sperm adhesion, we opted to use hamster as a               

model system and express glycoproteins in CHO-K1 cells. Hamster ZP3 was also            

previously shown to be recombinantly expressed in this cell line as an active protein, with               

the ability to induce acrosome reaction of sperm in vitro137. 

In this work, we cloned and amplified the homolog of sp56 from hamster testis and               

expressed it recombinantly first in mammalian cells, and subsequently in insect to attempt             

to increase the protein yield. In both cases, sp56 appeared to be secreted as a properly                

folded protein because it formed a high molecular weight oligomer of 250 kDa, as expected               

for a member of the C3/C4 protein family. Recombinant hamster ZP3 was also expressed,              

and its interaction with sp56 was assessed by pull-down assays and Far WB. 

However, our biochemical approach failed to detect a convincingly hetero-complex          

sp56-ZP3. This might suggest that ZP3-sp56 interaction is transient and labile or might             

involve additional multiple partners in hamster that haven’t been identified yet. 

 

Although homozygous male null mice for sp56 reported during the course of this Ph.D.              

studies were found fertile138, several additional analyses might further be considered to            

establish whether the absence of sp56 influences fertilization at the level of sperm             

recognition; for instance by using a lower sperm number and possibly apply competition             

pressure, or by testing the acrosome reaction using native ZP as a more physiological              

inducer. Advances in genome editing manipulation like Crisp/Cas9 might also be an            

additional tool to establish the in vivo role of sp56 in other animal species.  
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4.2 Study II 
Structural basis of egg coat-sperm recognition at fertilization 

 

It was previously suggested that sperm-binding protein VERL and ZP2 are protein            

homologs83. By applying bioinformatics analysis, both structures were predicted to contain           

a repetition of ZP-N domain in their N-termini. However, considering their insignificant            

sequence identity (~10 %), the hypothesis remained highly speculative.  

 

In Study II we experimentally confirmed this hypothesis and proved that both egg coat              

sperm receptors in invertebrates (abalone VERL) and mammals (mouse ZP2) share a            

common ZP-N domain to accomplish essential functions during fertilization. Although they           

fold similarly, the structures present some differences, most likely as a consequence of the              

type of the fertilization mechanisms.  

Unlike the first repeat, VERL repeat two and three bind to lysin as confirmed by MST and                 

gel filtration analysis. Crystallographic analysis of VERL-lysin complexes showed VERL          

and lysin engaged in a 1:1 complex held by an extensive amphipathic interface. The              

binding mostly involves the β-strands B, D-E and the loop ee’ of VERL. Interestingly,              

different from what observed in the VERL structure, the β-strand D of ZP2-N1 locates in               

the opposite β-sheet, close to β-strand E. Since no binding partner for ZP2 has been               

identified yet, we speculated that either the protein evolved a different way to bind sperm,               

or that ZP2 lost the binding site and therefore it indirectly regulates sperm binding by               

changing the structure of the ZP. 

VE dissolution assays performed with lysin from different species was shown to be             

species-specific78 (see introduction 1.8). By performing pull-down analysis with red, pink           

and black lysin, we could identified VR2 as the key component that regulates             

species-specificity. VR2 binds lysin with lower affinity compared to VR3 and mutation in N              

and C-termini of lysin affected binding exclusively to VR2.  

By analyzing and comparing the crystal packing of the unbound and bound VERL             

structures, we could derived a model of how filaments are organized within the egg coat               

and proposed a mechanism of how lysin makes a hole in a non-enzymatic manner.              

Interestingly, our proposed mechanism recapitulates the VE dissolution assays in which           

lysin slowly opens up the filament by interacting with VR2 first. When VR3 binding sites               

become accessible, the sperm protein titrate all the remaining repeats by disrupting the             

egg coat structure.  
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4.3 Study III 
Easy mammalian expression and crystallography of maltose-binding protein-fused human         

proteins 

 

Glycoproteins require post-translational modifications to correctly fold and are thus often           

expressed in mammalian or insect cells. However protein expression using these types of             

cells is often not sufficient for conducting structural studies. 

 

Study III describes the advantage of using bacterial maltose-binding protein (MBP) as a             

fusion partner to express considerable amounts of glycoproteins in mammalian cells. MBP            

was codon-optimized for better expression in human cells (mMBP). Based on published            

results, a series of amino acid substitutions were introduced in mMBP to increase its              

solubility, maltose binding affinity and ability to crystallize. The fusion to mMBP enhanced             

expression and stability of five challenging glycoproteins that could not being otherwise            

exploited for structural studies. Most importantly, mMBP provides phasing information for           

solving crystal structures by molecular replacement. This approach led to the structure            

determination of five glycoproteins (UMOD, VR1, VR3 and two constructs of ENG) where             

mMBP was used as a successful search model. Analysis of their crystal packing reveals              

that most of the interactions are mediated by mMBP loops and N-terminal tag.             

Interestingly, direct comparison of UMOD fused to mMBP or human growth hormone            

(hGH), an alternative system suggested to increase protein expression, showed that           

mMBP substantially increased UMOD expression (Figure 9). Introduction of a specific           

cleavage site, in our case TEV protease (tobacco etch virus), would ensure removal of              

mMBP. More interesting, considering that one selenomethionine for every 75-100 amino           

acids139 is enough for conducting successful derivative experiment, the content of           

methionine residues in mMBP (6 for a 380 residues protein) might offer the possibility to               

exploit usage of selenomethionine derivatives140     

for structure determination of larger passenger      

protein.  

 
Figure 9. Small scale expression of UMOD fused to         

mMBP or hGH in HEK293T. 20 μl of medium containing          

hGH-UMOD and MBP-UMOD were analyzed in reducing       

condition by immunoblotting with monoclonal anti-His.      

Notably, non-specific cleavage occurred in hGH-UMOD      

(asterisk).  
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4.4 Study IV 
Molecular insights into ZP-based contraception and ZP-linked infertility 

 

Contraception and female infertility are two specular aspects of reproduction that involve            

the ZP. Understanding how egg coat subunits functions and assemble would certainly            

have an impact in the field of reproductive medicine and help to clarify the molecular               

mechanisms behind these two events. 

 

To address these points we first determined the crystal structure of a ZP-antigen in              

complex with a contraceptive monoclonal antibody. Using biochemical assays together          

with biophysical characterizations, we highlighted the importance of maintaining the 3D           

conformation of the epitope to ensure high binding affinity of the antibody. Based on the               

crystal structure, we could engineer a construct encompassing the regions of the antibody             

involved in antigen binding and test it in IVF. Parallel studies of ZP proteins carrying               

mutations found in infertile patients revealed critical features that interfere with structure of             

the egg coat. Targeting these elements might lead to a new generation of contraceptive              

agents.  
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVE 

The egg coat matters 
In this thesis, several glycoproteins involved in fertilization have been studied. We started             

by looking at fertilization in mammals. Data supporting the role of sp56 as a binding partner                

for ZP3 led us to investigate more in details their putative interaction. Considering the              

natural high avidity of sp56, I expected to detect even low-binding affinity events, as in the                

case of previous weak complex characterizations141. The inability to identify a           

hetero-complex, together with the finding by another research group that sp56 null mice             

are fertile138, suggested that the egg coat-sperm binding is either redundant. Nonetheless,            

additional experiments, as described in the section of Study I, may further highlight the              

function of sp56 in mouse fertilization in vivo. 

In this research, it often occurred that in vivo studies did not recapitulate the findings               

obtained in vitro, mostly assessed by working with individual purified proteins. This            

discrepancy may be explained by the fact that results have mainly been biased by mouse               

models. This might suggest that investigating and comparing fertilization mechanisms from           

several species may identify novel features and help to understand in vivo function of novel               

proteins. In light of this, advances in gene-editing manipulations may encourage this type             

of approach. 

Unlike mammals, proteins involved in egg-sperm binding in abalone were already known.            

By determining crystal structures of VERL-lysin complex, we explained at the atomic level             

events prior to sperm penetration. We also provided a definitive link between invertebrate             

and vertebrate fertilization by showing that egg coat proteins adopt similar 3D structures.             

These findings had significant implications for mammalian fertilization. The structural          

differences between ZP2 and VERL in the area corresponding to the binding site for lysin               

would argue against the existence of such a molecule in mammalian sperm. By releasing              

abundant amount of lysin, sperm makes a hole and directly goes through the egg coat to                

fertilize the egg and accordingly, VE dissolution in abalone completes in 20 minutes, while              

sperm penetration in mammals takes roughly 4 hours. In mammals, a lysin-like molecule             

might have been lost during evolution, possibly as a result of the internal fertilization or the                

increased thickness of the ZP (7 μm-24 μm versus 0.6 μm in abalone). Considering the               

increased thickness of the matrix, a solely non-enzymatic mechanism would not be optimal             

for sperm to penetrate the ZP. As recently suggested, mammalian sperm penetration            
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combines both mechanical forces17 and an enzymatic activity13 in which acrosin, a serine             

protease abundant in the acrosome, has been suggested to play a significant role142.  

Identification of proteins with ZP-binding activity might clarify whether sperm really           

interacts with the mammalian ZP or just passes through by enzymatically cleaving ZP             

filaments. Considering data suggesting that the ZP structure modulates sperm binding, it            

would be ideal to perform biochemical studies using purified egg coat filaments containing             

all ZP subunits rather than individual subunits. Alternatively, a characterization of           

spermatozoa bound to the ZP might help to identify which features are possibly involved.              

For this purpose, binding-competent sperm cells could be selected either by using the             

standard sperm-binding assay employed to test the function of ZP3143 or using oocytes             

expressing human ZP260.  

Crystal structures of egg coat glycoproteins was achieved by fusing them to mMBP. In              

Study III we described the advantages of such method to express large amounts of              

glycoproteins using mammalian cells. So far, 65 different users have requested the            

pHLmMBP vectors from Addgene, and a recently reported study has shown that fusion to              

mMBP helped the expression of a peptide144. To release mMBP and obtain untagged             

glycoproteins, we described the usage of a TEV cleavage site as an option. This site can                

be replaced by other sequences depending on the experimental needs and preferences            

(see a full list here; List of proteases145).  

Finally, considering the important role of ZP in human infertility, we attempted to             

characterize some of the mutations affecting ZP genes. Genotyping more infertile patients            

and increasing knowledge of the regulation and expression of ZP subunits in mammalian             

oocytes might provide better insights into how ZP matrix is assembled.  
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